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Wireless Remote Access For T-Stat Launches
/PRNewswire/ -- Spectros Corporation announces the successful launch of OnCall
wireless remote access for viewing real-time patient results on T-Stat white light
tissue oximeters.
OnCall changes the standard of healthcare by improving patient monitoring and
decreasing the delayed response time to critical care events. Surgeons have long
awaited an easy and simple approach to remote monitoring that is not limited to a
specific phone application, but available with any wireless connection that may be
available. The program was developed by Spectros Corporation and is compliant
with all HIPAA requirements to insure safety and efficacy. "Human error and lack of
communication between health care providers is a variable that cannot always be
controlled. Removing this factor reduces failure rates and provides more confidence
in both patients and surgeons." - Elizabeth van Thillo Rohlff, Director of Marketing
and Sales.
The OnCall remote monitoring feature is easily added to any existing T-Stat VLS
tissue oximeter or built into any of the other broadband optical patient monitors
being developed by leading optical engineers at Spectros Corp. The reconstructive
plastic surgery market is the first to adopt the OnCall system and will be followed by
the gastroenterology and critical care fields currently using T-Stat.
"This, coupled with our broadband technology, puts us well beyond our
competitors,*" said van Thillo Rohlff. "Soon all patient monitors will be moving
towards this model as the standard of care continues to advance and adopt new
and progressive technologies. Remote patient monitoring is the future of patient
monitoring and Spectros is proud to be part of it. Today's common smart phone is
tomorrow's patient monitoring access point and we are proud to be helping
healthcare teams by developing an easy to use and reliable system."
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